
CITY OF BELLEVUE
BELLEVUE PLANNING COMMISSION

MEETING MINUTES

January 8,2014
6:30 p.m.

COMMIS SIONERS PRESENT:

COMMISSIONERS ABSENT:

STAFF PRESENT:

GUEST SPEAKERS:

Bellevue City Hall
City Council Conference Room 1E-113

Chair Tebelius, Commissioners Carlson, Hamlin, Hilhorst,
Laing, deVadoss

Commissioner Ferris

Paul Inghram, Scott MacDonald, Department of Planning
and Community Development; Patrick Foran, Camron
Parker, Department of Parks and Community Services

Ron Sher, Metrovation/Crossroads; Heidi Dean, Newport
Hills Community Club

Gerry LindsayRECORDING SECRETARY:

1. CALLTO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 6:44 p.m. by Chair Tebelius who presided.

2. ROLL CALL

Upon the call of the roll, all Commissioners were present with the exception of Commissioner
Laing, who arrived at7:36 p.m., and Commissioner Ferris, who was excused.

Chair Tebelius introduced new Commissioner John deVadoss.

Councilmember Robertson praised the Commission for scheduling meetings in different
neighborhoods in the city in an attempt to find out what should be included in the next
Comprehensive Plan.

3. SPEAKERS EVENT - NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS AND COMMUNITY
GATHERING PLACES

Chair Tebelius introduced Ron Sher of MetrovatiorVCrossroads. He said in undertaking any
project, the bottom line is that retailers and tenants will not be there unless they can make
money. As the Commission evaluates what is needed to make the community work, it should
keep in mind the fact that retailers and tenants must be visible, must have some parking, must
have enough critical mass in terms of other businesses, and their customers must be able to get to
them easily. People like to shop in local community areas in part because they will meet those
they know.

Mr. Sher explained that the concept of third places was described by Ray Oldenburg in his book
The Great Good Place. He implies that in the lives of people there are three places: the place
people live and interact with their families, the place where people work and interact with
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workmat€s, and the p_laces where people can sit and encounter others. Third places include
spaces like parks, caf6s and plazas. The best third places are predicated on civility.

The question is_ how to get neighborhoods to be third places. Density helps because where there
is density people can walk or bike to their destinations. Once people get into their cars it is

distant locations and the neighborhood locations often lose out. Third places
going on; it is difficult enough to make third places happen, and their -

incrudi chosen *"n 
H;:: "3,1ft'JH,'il:ifrirliff;333r,,ilitr#;ffi'"" draw,

commi to the tenants or by providing excellent programming aimed atdrawin be trained to come to third places. Prop-erty values aiound great
third places tend to rise as the gathering places thrive.

Commissioner Carlson asked about parking
much of it. A parking supply large enough t
against a sense ofneighborhood, but there shoul e

ould
o

Certainly areas that are struggling, and probably 
es'

parking.

ne time of developing residential as part of
are under way with a senior housing
will give people away to age in place in a

e support the Crossroads businesses. The same
principle could be applied to a number of areas.

Answering a question from a member of the audience, Mr. Sher said tearing down the old movie
theater, developing a new theater and an anchor grocery store provided evidence to the
community that Crossroads was moving forward. That was followed with the public market,
several restaurants and eltertainment, along with a commitment to programming and advertising.
No attempt was ever made to comp_ete with Bellevue Square, ratherthe strengthi and diversity oT
the Crossroads area was made the focus and cel :brated. The high-density multifamily
apartments in the Crossroads area has certainly contributed to the success of the center.

Commissioner Carlson commented that it is easy to relax at the Crossroads shopping center
because it feels safe and he asked how the issue of security is handled. Mr. Sher said one of the
most important st_eps is taken on the leasing side. Diversity and energy are important, and there
should be things for the kids to do, but not so much that all of the kids will be drawn to hang out
there. In the early days when tenants were desperately needed a lot of kids did hang out there,
even so a video arcade tenant was tumed down because it would have invited the wrong mix.
Crossroads shoppers represent all the ages and much of that is due to managing the tenant mix.

Answering a question asked by Commissioner Hilhorst, Mr. Sher said in time the shopping
center may want to go multistory, but that will not occur for many years as Bellevue continues to
evolve.

Chair Tebelius thanked Mr. Sher for his participation. She then introduced Newport Hills
Community Club president Heidi Dean.
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Ms. Dean said connectedness is what makes neighborhoods healthy. Connectedness evokes a
sense of belonging and being welcomed, as well as a sense of being apart of and invested in
something. The benefits of connected neighborhoods include emotional health and a sense of
wellbeing, improved safety, a strengthened neighborhood identity, and improved property
values. Connectedness also reduces the need to travel far from home for social opportunities.
The opposite of connectedness results in political and emotional isolation as well as reduced
property values.

There are three components to creating neighborhood connectedness: physical, social and
communication/technological. Physical connectedness involves walkability and being able.to
easily get from one place to another using sidewalks and pathways. Social connectedness
involves gathering places and spaces, or third places. Newport Hills is fortunate to have a
shopping center that can fill a portion of the need, but social connectedness can also come about
through park programming and at churches and schools. Communication/technological
connectedness comes about through information sharing in the form of bulletin boards, kiosks,
newsletters, informational signage, and online resources.

The characteristics of a health community gathering place are well-lit and open spaces, spaces
that are pleasant and comfortable to be in both indoors and outdoors, the potential for quiet
interactibns, versatility in terms of usage, spaces that facilitate communications between people,
and accessibility for all. Technology has made it possible for people to reach out and touch
people around the world, but many long for a return to being in touch with the people_next door.
Places in which to make that happen are needed; such places include open spaces, caf6s, town
squares and meeting rooms.

Ms. Dean said the Newport Hills Shopping Center is both a blessing and a curse for the local
community. It is a blesiing when it is full and there is lots of business going on, but it is a curse
when it is-empty and unused. Gathering places can be identified, however, througll an_inventory
of neighborhooil assets, including schooli, churches, parks, retail and commercial facilities,
clubs,libraries, and even vacant lots where the owner gives permission for their use. In any
event, concerted efforts on the part of communities are needed to make them successful.

Commissioner Hamlin asked if Newport
Hills Shopping Center that wou Dean said
what is n6eaed is a balance of b e said
there had been talks about partnering with the Spiritwood folks and with BellevueCollege
representatives about redeveloping the shopping center with housing above retail for students,
but it was determined to be too far from the collt ge. Some zoning changes may be necessary to
bring about a successful conclusion.

Chair Tebelius asked Mr. Bill Pace what was behind his decision to expand his fruit stand
business to Newport Hills. He responded by saying that the East Link light rail line will
eventually shut down his operation in South Bellevue. He said his interest in NewportHills
stemmedin part from the urging of , inpart from the fact that
the neighborhood is fully supportive, and in part from the belief that his business could help
revitalize the neighborhood shopping center.

4. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
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A motion to approve the agenda was made by Commissioner Hilhorst. The motion was
seconded by Commissioner Hamlin and it carried unanimously.

5. PUBLIC COMMENT

Mr. Marti!_Selig, 3123 163rd Place NE, spoke to the idea of getting neighborhoods to work
together. He said his neighborhood of Ashbrool , which has 19 hoires, [as a wetland which at
one time was overgrown with blackberries. Se
chop down the blackberries and replant with nat
community members together. The Commissi
citizens to improve their neighborhoods, particu

Chair Tebelius noted that.the city of Mercer Island called for citizens to volunteer to help chop
down invasive plant species. The progam has made a big difference.

Ms' Tandana Tolug,15923 NE 2TthPlace, said in Redmond said an organization called Green
f.e{mo_nd partners with the city to assist in sprucing up parks and trailsl The same model could
be implemented in Bellevue.

Commissioner Hilhorst said Newcastle has a similar program, and indeed Bellevue has a
partnership p.rogiram: IlNewport Hills the citizens worGd with the parks department to plant
trees at the pipeline trailhead.

Councilmember Robertson said the Arbor Day program is active in Bellevue as well as other
volunteer programs. The city does make some marching dollars available.

9i!y also has a fairly robust network of neighborhood
hired neighborhood outreach manager, Michael McCormick
energy into l is role. There is information available on the

*BREAK*

7. STUDY SESSION: Parks and Community Centers

Parks and Community Services Director Patrick Foran said the mission of his department is to
help builda healthy community. A lot of elements must come together in order to create third
places, f.9.tlt. people are more important than the place. In addiiion to parks and recreation
responsibiliti services and adult misdemeanant probation.
On the volun three major volunteer opportunities:
Stewardship gram at L-ake Hills, and ih^e Master Naturalist
Program. There are other volunteer programs as
volunteer hours annually. It is good to see work e
together around a common task. The city is also

Mr. Foran said for plannr^lrg purposes it is critical to understand why people come to third places.
Some spaces are successful and others are not and it all comes dowhlo *hat people want to do
and how they envision the space.

Bellevue has been a gathering places for generations. In the early 1900s the Leschi ferry from
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Seattle let its passengers off at
the Wildwood Park bandstand
for a variety of purposes: some want to sit alon
recreation. Do*ntown Park is a good example
alone but still watch people and enjoy all the act
connect with others having similar interests and
feel comfortable and welcomed, and community
all ages and ability tY c
people who do not er P
ielied on as places rtance or significance.

Mr. Foran said the Lake Hills and Newport Hills communities were developed specifically.to
orhood shopping area, recreation facilities, a

llevue serve as third places, but additionally

place by serving as a facilitator. The pedestrian c
-as 

a thiid placef ultimately it will connect to Meydenbauer Bay.

The city has for several years been working with the Newport Hills community and the owner of
ttri N"riuport Hilts Shopping Center to bring 4ouJ a succe-ss. A.meeting ofJhe minds is needed

relative ib mutual and 
^cbmpeting interests.-The Commission will have a role to play in

encouraging that to happen.

ude an acknowledgment of how important the school
children to attend the schools in their neighborhoods. That
keeping Bellevue's neighborhoods strong.

alignment. Mr. Foran agreed.

STUDY SESSION: Comprehensive Plan Update

A. Neighborhood Centers and Community Gathering Places

y the

neighborhoods centers and community gathering places.

Chair Tebelius observed that the restaurant located next to the Lake Hills library for many years 
-

served as a community gathering place. She noted that it has since burned down and she asked if
in such cases the city lets actively involved in encouraginga similar use to locate there. Mr.
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another are
local
ctive

Mr. Inghrary.said streets are not often thought of as public places, but they can often be
transformed into public places to accommodate certiin events. Museums and churches also

Commissioners a map of known gathering places and
part of Bel-Red, Crossroads, and in the downtown, as
rs, visitor centers, schools and churches. He urged theCommi health of the existing commercial neighborhood centers; to Ionsider

how to non-commercial spales; and to consider what if anythdg;ho;la b;
done in ere are gaps.

Chair T
remain.
Crossro

Answering a question asked by Chair Tebelius, Mr. Inghram said the element of closeness has
two components. First is the dimensional stand
a third place asset, and there are some areas in

aces. At the same time, no one has suggested

amenities within an easy distance. 
me opportunities and the same number of

that must be done to allow for food establishme

{osJ {lhglarger places include some food services and people do tend to congregate there.
Chair Tebelius suggested the issue may in fact be one of economics rather than"zofiing.

Mr..Inghram said a \9V guestion is.how to.keep. Vonjngfrom getting in the way while continuing
the long-standing policy of protecting the individual identity ind cliaracter of 6ach a

neighborhood.

to North Towne by allowing for the constructi
should look at ways to move away from a one
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can be made to fit the individual locations.

Commissioner Laing commented that the approach in place in Bellevue is that zoning and
Comprehensive Plan designations must nearly mirror each other. Comprehensive Plan changes
are cumbersome but are allowed to occur annually, whereas zoning changes that are site-specific
can be accomplished relatively quickly through a quasi-judicial process. The process in fact
makes it very-difficult to be responsive and flexible. The Commission may want to recommend
to the Couniil adopting a different model like many jurisdictions in the state have done which
allow for a variety of uses under general Comprehensive Plan designations.

Commissioner Hamlin commented that the policies in the Comprehensive Plan are in fact rather
broad in defining the Comprehensive Plan designations. Without going too far, itmight make
sense to allow for some variation within the zones as they relate to specific areas that would
result in a Newport Hills Neighborhood Business and an Old Bellevue Neighborhood Business.

Chair Tebelius asked if it would take Council approval to move in that direction. Mr. Inghram
said he did not believe that would be necessary. Ue suggested the Commission should first work
on policy language that would provide some aim and leaving the task of remapping the entire
city to become a work program item to be addressed over time.

B. Urban Design

Assistant Planner Scott MacDonald explained that the Urban Design element of the
Comprehensive Plan is about people and design. It is about people in the sense of how residents,
visitors and workers experience tfie city, and it is about design in the sense that it guides the built
environment in the city. The goal of the element is to create a city that is dynamic and engaqllg,
aesthetically appealin!, and functionally understandable. The element guides private and public
development and inveitments. The element is currently divided into four main sections: 1)

design quality;Z) public places and connections; 3) community design; and 4) landmarks and
historic resources.

In 2004 the city made some modest updates to the urban design policies. The planned
development oiBel-Red, the building boom in the downtown, increased diversity of the
population, and the updated growth projections that have come about since 2004 all necessitate a

ire6d to once again review the policies. Mr. MacDonald said staff have identified policy 
.

approach, arts and culture, ped-estrian space, neighborhood centers and community gathering
centers, and environmental-design as key topics in need of special attention during the update
process.

Urban design applies citywide and evokes the vision of Bellevue. Howeve-r, within the
individual neigh6orhoods there should be room for a more diverse palette for defining character.

Commissioner deVadoss stressed the need to look for patterns in reviewing the policies in terms
of similar geographic areas, populations and attributes to learn what has been done by other
cities.

Mr. MacDonald allowed that the current policy language focuses on only two types of
neighborhoods: downtown and residential. The update should seek to vary the policy options to
apply to the different neighborhoods, particularly given the city's diversity.
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Mr. I lemented in a number of different ways.
They major comm_ercial projects. They influence
spegi am, and they influence how public projects are
designed.

Commissioner Laing said his biggest concern would be to move toward a very prescriptive
language in the Co where aspirational goals and policies absolutely iegulate
development. The the policy language in the Comprehensive Plan, thE more
inflexible it becom e Comprehensive Plan language should be streamlined and
any overly prescriptive policies should be removed in favor of a higher level of generalization.

Chair Tebelius commented that the Comprehensive Plan is supposed to be broadly written. The
tighter and more specific the policy language, the less broad and the less flexible ihe
Comprehensive Plan is. Mr. Inghram agreed policies should not be overly prescriptive.

Commissioner deVadoss cautioned against using diversity as an attribute in the context of the
urban design policies in the spirit of not being overly prescriptive. Chair Tebelius concurred,
noting that using diversity as a criteria could divide more than unite.

Mr. MacDonald noted that the Urban Design Element is the primary home of the arts and culture
policies. Bellevue residents enjoy the arts and the schools have a high level of arts education.
Arts practitionets, artists and arts organizations all say that cultural facilities are lacking in
Bellevue, and there has been no mechanism for addressing that issue. The top voted idea in
Bellewe's Best Ideas was the creation of a large performing arts center in Bellewe.

Mr. MacDonald proposed elevating the section of arts policies to make a clear home for policies
regarding arts and culture, and noted the need to expand the policy direction to cover art
programs, facilities and the performing arts in addition to public art. He also noted that the
public has repeatedly stressed the need to focus on pedestrian spaces relative to walkability,
pedestrian amenities, and connections. The pedestrian experience hits on a number of different
issues, including public health, agrng in place, and even neighborhood identity. The current
urban design policies promote similar rather than compatible design; the former is strict whereas
the latter allows for variation while still maintaining function. The Commissioners concurred.

Mr. MacDonald said residents have also been clear about their desire to see neighborhoods
connected to local services. Specifically they want walkable connections.

Chair Tebelius observed that over the years walkability has meant different things. Some time
ago it simply referred to neighborhoods having sidewalks. The sidewalks that have been
provided, however, are not necessary conducive to walking in that they are hard, they get dirty
and often they are slick with moss. Mr. Inghram explained that walkability goes beyond mere
functionality and includes the notion of experience. The city's pedestrian/bicycle plan talks a lot
about connectivity across the city. The problem is many cannot even get to things that are
already in their neighborhoods. While there is a desire for citywide connections, the urban
design policies need to call for local connections that are both safe and enjoyable.

There was agreement that some of the current policies are duplicative and should be either
eliminated or consolidated.

Commissioner Hamlin stated that access across the freeways in the downtown is very poor for
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pedestrians. He suggested the policies should speak to improving the crossings for the benefit of
pedestrians.

Noting in the staff memo the suggestion to identi$'specific street corridors as priority locations
for streetscape improvements, Commissioner Hamlin said that approach would be too specific
and prescriptive. Mr. Inghram said there is a map in the current Comprehensive Plan that
specifies such streets. He suggested the better approach might be to review the streets
individually to determine if they in fact should be called out as needing streetscape
improvements. He clarified, however, that the policy does not dictate what the streetscape,s
should be or which projects will be done in which year; rt simply puts in place a program for
effecting street beautifi cation.

A motion to extend the meeting by 15 minutes was made by Commissioner Hilhorst. The
motion was seconded by Commissioner Laing and it carried unanimously.

Mr. MacDonald commented that the current Comprehensive Plan is almost silent with regard to
environmental design. What is needed is policy language that allows for solar, wind and any
kind of new technology. Low-impact development elements such as green roofs, gteen walls
and rain gardens can both limit stresses on stormwater facilities and serve as interesting for
pedestrians to view.

Commissioner Hamlin suggested policy language encompassing sustainability would be broader
and would cover more than just building elements. Mr. Inghram noted that the section is
intended to address the urban design aspects of environmental building elements.

Commissioner Hilhorst commented that while some wind power generators are relatively small,
some are large structures. The policy language should be aimed at making sure things fit in and
will not negatively impact views.

8. STUDY SESSION: Eastgate Area Plan

report recommended a
well received by the

Ms. Conkling noted that the Eastgate/I-90 study area included portions of three subareas:
Richards Val-ley, Factoria, and Eastgate. Focusing on the changes proposed for the Richards
Valley subarea, Ms. Conkling said the policy recommendations for the light industrial area
included maintaining the light industrial uses while allowing for some flexibility to permit
technology or research and development uses. The policy recommendations include enhancing
and protecting the environmental elements of the subarea.

County site. The area
office but with some

Commissioner Hamlin said the CAC concluded that office fits the King County site because of
its low elevation. He stressed, however, that the CAC did not have any strong feelings about
how the site should be used.
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number of changes to the policies for the subarea.
community and the Council.

-90 CAC in its final
The changes were

To the south of the industrial area is what in the report was called the King
was singled out by the CAC as appropriate for new development, primarily
retail and commercial businesses.



Chair Tebelius informed the Commissioners that a large capital campaign is under way to raise
funds to redevelopment the King County Human Society use on the King County site in
Eastgate. The new state-of-the-art facility will serve as a training center for Washington State
University veterinarian students. There is the possibility that in time the facility wilfneed to
expand to adjacent properties.

Ms. Conkling highlighted the need to make sure a variety of uses will be permitted for the King
County site so that as development proposals come in they can be quickly acted on.

Commissioner Laing said it will be necessary to carefully consider the allowed FAR so that the
allowed heights can be realized. Commissioner Hamlin clarified that the CAC focused on uses
rather than FARs. Ms. Conkling said a process of testing FARs will be done to determine what
will work in terms of visual aesthetics and economics.

A motion to extend the meeting for 15 minutes was made by Commissioner Hamlin. The motion
was seconded by Commissioner Laing and it carried unanimously.

Ms. Conkling the policy changes relative to the Richards Valley subarea will include mention of
the Eastgate vision; new language supporting ecological improvements; language regarding
pedestrian/bicycle gafety; modification of some existing design policies to encourage the city in a
park ambiance; and the question of light industrial property.

With regard to the Factoria subarea, Ms. Conkling said most of the recommendations that came
out of the CAC reinforced the 2005 Factoria planning effort. Some small changes are needed,
however, to incorporate the Eastgate/I-90 CAC's final report. The existing FAR will be
maintained, but language regarding the creation of an activity node around the planned transit
hub in Loehmann's Plaza would be appropriate. Some height and FAR increases may be
appropriate for the area to the east of the T-Mobile headquarters building. The Mountains To
Sound Greenway will need to be mentioned, and the land use policies may need some tweaking
to include hotels as an allowed use.

Ms. Conkling said the Eastgate subarea has five subdistricts. The proposed transit-oriented
development is centered around the existing Eastgate park and ride close to Bellewe College.
The area is anticipated to have the greatest increases in uses and development potential. The
area will need to be enhanced with some design features marking it as a gateway.

There was agreement to continue review of the Eastgate subarea plan at a future meeting.

9. OTHER BUSINESS - None

10. COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY COUNCIL, COMMLINITY COUNCILS,
BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS - None

11. COMMITTEE REPORTS - None

12. STAFFREPORTS -None

13. MINUTES

A. November 13,2013
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B. December II,20I3

It was agreed to delay approval of the minutes to the next meeting.

T4. NEXT PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING

A. January 22,2014

15. ADJOURN

A motion to adjourn was made by Commissioner Hamlin. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner Laing and it carried unanimously.

Chair Tebelius adjourned the meeting at 10:55 p.m.

lnghram
Staff to the Planning Commission

Tebelius
Chair of the Planning Commission

* Approved March 26,2014
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